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Growth sustained at solid rate but margins
under pressure
KEY FINDINGS
Activity and new orders rise at slightly slower rates
Costs rise at elevated pace but output charges up only
slightly
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Spain's service sector continued to expand during July, but
at a slower rate than in the previous month as new business
growth also softened. Pressure on margins mounted, as
rising employment costs pushed up operating expenses
sharply but firms struggled to pass these on to clients.
Confidence about the future remained positive, however,
and service providers took on additional staff at the fastest
rate in three months.
The headline Business Activity Index, which is based on a
single question asking firms to comment on developments
in their activity since the previous month, remained above
the 50.0 no-change mark in July to extend the current period
of growth that began in November 2013. Posting 52.9, from
53.6, the latest increase in activity was solid, though slightly
softer than in the previous month.
Higher business activity was again closely linked to rising
levels of incoming new work. Reportedly reaping the rewards
of prior and current commercial activities, service providers
indicated a solid, above survey average, increase in new
business.
Growth was, however, undermined by a series record
contraction in new export business during July. Panellists
widely commented on a retrenchment of demand and
activity in foreign markets.
Service providers were broadly able to keep on top of their
workloads during July as highlighted by only a marginal
increase in work outstanding over the month. Part of this
ability to successfully manage current and existing orders
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reflected another notable expansion in employment. July's
survey indicated that job numbers increased at the strongest
rate for three months. The current sequence of employment
expansion now extends to just under five years.
As service providers demanded and successfully took on
new staff they did so at the cost of increased employment
expenses. This was reportedly the key factor driving overall
operating costs higher in July, with latest data showing an
elevated, and above average, increase in input prices.
However, there was only marginal success in passing on
higher costs to clients. Service providers' output prices rose
only slightly during July, with efforts to increase charges
blighted by strong competition and, in some instances, a
desire to stimulate sales demand.
Looking ahead to the next 12 months, nearly 40% of
the survey panel are forecasting an increase in activity
from present levels. Plans to further bolster commercial
activities and hopes of a strengthening of market demand
were reported as reasons to be optimistic. That said, there
remained some concern over the current economic and
political climate ensuring that confidence remained below
its historic trend in July.
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COMMENT

Underperforming manufacturing sector
pulls overall growth lower
Composite Output Index

Commenting on the PMI data, Paul Smith, Economics
Director at IHS Markit said:
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Reflective of slowing growth in services, plus an ongoing
contraction in manufacturing, Spain's private sector
economy expanded at its weakest rate since November 2013,
whilst confidence in the future sank to one of the lowest in
the past six years.
The Composite Output Index* registered 51.7 in July, down
from 52.1. Manufacturing output declined for a second
month running, whilst growth in services was amongst the
weakest seen in six years of expansion.
Similar trends were observed for new orders, with
manufacturers recording a contraction in new work
compared to ongoing growth (albeit slower) in the service
sector. Softening foreign demand was widely reported, with
composite data showing the sharpest fall in exports in nearly
five years of data collection.
Meanwhile, ongoing growth of services employment ensured
another net rise in overall job numbers (manufacturers
recorded a reduction). Higher overall employment meant
that firms were able to comfortably keep on top of workloads
as highlighted by a fall in backlogs.
A sharp fall in manufacturers' input costs was more than
offset by a sharp rise in service providers' operating expenses
during July. However, overall output charges were cut for the
first time since April 2016.
*Composite PMI indices are weighted averages of comparable
manufacturing and services PMI indices. Weights reflect
the relative size of the manufacturing and service sectors
according to official GDP data. The Spain Composite Output
Index is a weighted average of the Spain Manufacturing
Output Index and the Spain Services Business Activity Index.
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"July's survey data showed signs that the downturn in
the industrial sector is having an adverse effect on the
services economy.
"Although growth was sustained at a solid clip, it was
amongst the weakest seen in the past six years and
meant that overall private sector expansion slipped to
its lowest level since late 2013.
"Moreover, service sector profitability is being
squeezed by sharply rising operating expenses and
difficulties in passing these on to clients as competition
grows and firms seek to protect sales volumes.
"Clearly if such a situation continues then firms are
likely to pull back on investment and scale back
on hiring, growth of which has so far shown some
considerable resilience in the face of the recent soft
growth patch."
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Methodology
The IHS Markit Spain Services PMI® is compiled by IHS Markit from responses to questionnaires sent to a
panel of around 350 service sector companies. The sectors covered include consumer (excluding retail),
transport, information, communication, finance, insurance, real estate and business services. The panel
is stratified by detailed sector and company workforce size, based on contributions to GDP.
Survey responses are collected in the second half of each month and indicate the direction of change
compared to the previous month. A diffusion index is calculated for each survey variable. The index is
the sum of the percentage of ‘higher’ responses and half the percentage of ‘unchanged’ responses. The
indices vary between 0 and 100, with a reading above 50 indicating an overall increase compared to the
previous month, and below 50 an overall decrease. The indices are then seasonally adjusted.
The headline figure is the Services Business Activity Index. This is a diffusion index calculated from a
question that asks for changes in the volume of business activity compared with one month previously.
The Services Business Activity Index is comparable to the Manufacturing Output Index. It may be referred
to as the ‘Services PMI’ but is not comparable with the headline manufacturing PMI figure.
The Composite Output Index is a weighted average of the Manufacturing Output Index and the Services
Business Activity Index. The weights reflect the relative size of the manufacturing and service sectors
according to official GDP data. The Composite Output Index may be referred to as the ‘Composite PMI’
but is not comparable with the headline manufacturing PMI figure.
Underlying survey data are not revised after publication, but seasonal adjustment factors may be revised
from time to time as appropriate which will affect the seasonally adjusted data series.
July 2019 data were collected 12-26 July 2019.
For further information on the PMI survey methodology, please contact economics@ihsmarkit.com.

About IHS Markit

IHS Markit (NYSE: INFO) is a world leader in critical information, analytics and solutions for the major
industries and markets that drive economies worldwide. The company delivers next-generation
information, analytics and solutions to customers in business, finance and government, improving their
operational efficiency and providing deep insights that lead to well-informed, confident decisions. IHS
Markit has more than 50,000 business and government customers, including 80 percent of the Fortune
Global 500 and the world’s leading financial institutions.
IHS Markit is a registered trademark of IHS Markit Ltd. and/or its affiliates. All other company and product
names may be trademarks of their respective owners © 2019 IHS Markit Ltd. All rights reserved.

About PMI

Purchasing Managers’ Index® (PMI®) surveys are now available for over 40 countries and also for key
regions including the eurozone. They are the most closely watched business surveys in the world,
favoured by central banks, financial markets and business decision makers for their ability to provide upto-date, accurate and often unique monthly indicators of economic trends. To learn more go to ihsmarkit.
com/products/pmi.html.
If you prefer not to receive news releases from IHS Markit, please email joanna.vickers@ihsmarkit.com.
To read our privacy policy, click here.

About AERCE

AERCE is the Spanish Association of Purchasing and Supply Management. Founded in 1981 has 1,000
members, representing more than 10,000 related professionals, which include the most important
companies in the country, institutions and professionals belonging to various industrial sectors, services
and the public sector.
AERCE is a member of the International Federation of Purchasing and Supply Management (IFPSM).
e-mail: info@aerce.org. website: www.aerce.org.

Disclaimer

The intellectual property rights to the data provided herein are owned by or licensed to IHS Markit. Any unauthorised use, including but not limited to copying, distributing, transmitting or otherwise of any data appearing
is not permitted without IHS Markit’s prior consent. IHS Markit shall not have any liability, duty or obligation for or relating to the content or information (“data”) contained herein, any errors, inaccuracies, omissions or
delays in the data, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon. In no event shall IHS Markit be liable for any special, incidental, or consequential damages, arising out of the use of the data. Purchasing Managers’ Index®
and PMI® are either registered trade marks of Markit Economics Limited or licensed to Markit Economics Limited. IHS Markit is a registered trademark of IHS Markit Ltd. and/or its affiliates.
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